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Knife of never letting go book

The Knife of Never Letting Go First edition coverAuthorPatrick NessCountryUnited KingdomLanguageEnglishSeriesChaos WalkingGenreYoung-adult, Science FictionIsherWalker Books Release Date5. May 2008Pages496ISBN978-1-4063-1025-2OCLC233261939Followed by The Ask and the Answer The Nonife of
Never Letting Go is a novel of young science fiction for adults, but written by British-American author Patrick Ness. It was published by Walker Books on May 5, 2008. It is the first book in the series Chaos of the Walk, followed by The Ask in The Answer and Monsters of Men. The story follows Todd Hewitt, a 13-year-old
boy who flees Prentisstown, a city where everyone else can hear the thoughts of everyone else after he finds out a secret about his past. The novel was celebrated by critics and received annual awards, including the Teenage Book Award, the Guardian award and the James Tiptree Prize, Jr. The knife was Ness's first
job for teenagers and young adults. According to The Guardian, he turned to children's fiction after he had an idea for a world where it was impossible to escape the overload of information and knew it was right for teenagers. [1] Todd Hewitt's plot summary is the only boy left in Prentisstown, a small settlement in the New
World – an alien planet that humanity has only recently colonized. Within days of his 13th birthday, Todd is in Prentisstown, where all boys become men. Todd was told that all the women and almost all the men in the New World were killed in the war with Spackle, which occurred at the time of his birth. Spackle is the
inhabitants of the New World and are guilty of the release of germs, which caused most of the deaths and was particularly lethal to women. The people of Prentisstown claim that every Spackle was wiped out during the war, and Todd has no reason to believe otherwise. As a side effect of the virus, the remaining men in
Prentisstown can hear each other (and animals) thoughts, described as an ever-present cascade of noise. The men of Prentisstown are the last surviving settlement in the New World - at least according to the mayor of Prentissa, after which the city was named. At the beginning of the book Todd and his dog Manchee
discover a lonely patch of silence (hole in the noise) in the local swamp. Todd and Manchee are back in town. When Todd explains the silence to Ben and Cillian, his adopted parents, his uproar accidentally projectes the discovery to the entire city. Ben and Cillian suddenly revealed that they had planned Todd's escape
from Prentisstown for the rest of their lives. The men immediately forced him to leave Prentisstown, with only a bag of supplies and Manchee to accompany him. Todd's inadvertently obeying. Cillian fights Davy Prentiss (the mayor's son) and the other men from the city, while Ben gives Todd his hunting knife and Todd's
mother's diary. Todd escapes into the swamp with Manchee and discovers a girl who doesn't make a noise. She's the first girl Todd's ever seen, except in the tapes and photos. The girl doesn't say anything. Todd, Manchee and the girl suddenly attack the city preacher, Aaron, who recently provoked Todd into physical
and mental struggles. Todd and Manchee force him into a swamp where he's being attacked by crocodiles. The girl quietly leads Todd through the swamp to her reconnaissance ship, where her parents' bodies lie dead. She crashed on New World, she realizes Todd. Using a map in Todd's mother's diary, the three begin
to travel together toward Farbranch, a settlement marked on the map. Todd hopes the settlement still exists and that, if so, he can protect them from Prentisstown. Todd realizes that, infected with germs, he could make a call to a girl and kill her. He hears it in his noise and flees, but he haunts her with Manchee until they
meet Aaron and Prentisstown, who are being pursued on the bridge. The girl manages to save the three by shealing part of the bridge into a lighter liquid and burning it with its campfire. After that incident, she worked the courage to speak and finally tells Todd her name: Viola. Todd and Viola are found by a woman,
Hildy, in the nearest town of Farbranch. He tells Todd that noise calls aren't actually fatal to women and don't affect them at all - none of the women have a fuss. Three of them take you to the settlement. At night, an army of men from Prentisstown comes and burns down the city and kills all those who won't join them.



Todd, Viola and Manchee escape and escape to Haven, where there is a cure for noise. They also hope to find a transmitting tower that will contact The Violins of People who are the second wave of planetary settlers to warn them. After a few days on the road, Davy finds them. Viola manages to kill Davy with electricity,
and Todd will kill him, but he can't kill himself. Instead, Todd connects Davy before he goes to Haven with Viola. While travelling, Todd, Viola and Manchee find live spackle. Todd is shocked to believe that all of Spackle was killed in the war. Concerned about the attack and frustrated with his cowardice to keep Davy
alive, Todd jumps into Spackle and kills him, but faces immediate remorse. Aaron stabbed Todd and kidnapped Viola. Todd wakes up and quickly follows Aaron, but when his stab wound infects, it quickly weakens. Todd finds Viola and Aaron, who use Manchee as a distraction while saving Viola. When the plan fails,
Todd and Viola manage to escape, but are forced to leave Manchee behind with Aaron, who kills the dog in a rage attack. The couple escapes on the boat and Todd faints from his wounds. Todd wakes up under the care of a doctor in another When he insists on a walk, he encounters Ben, who is hiding on the outskirts
of town. It reveals that Cillian died in Todd's escape from Prentisstown. People from the new town are labeling Ben a murderer because of his origins in Prentisstown. However, Ben and Todd persuade the city to help them fight the impending Prentisstown army. As the army approaches, Ben, Todd and Viola use the
confusion to escape. After gaining some distance, Ben explains the truth: The noise of the call is the natural stalking of the planet, not the Spackle attack. The men of Prentisstown, who were insane for the noise and contempt of women's ability to remain silent, killed all the women and were then expelled from the rest of
the New World for their crimes. The boys are supposed to learn a version of the truth from the mayor on their 13th birthday. That's why Todd was sent away before he became a man - he can only be accepted by the rest of the world if his thoughts were entirely innocent. Ben, Todd and Viola continue to go for Haven, but
Davy finds them again. Ben distracts him from letting Todd and Viola run, and then they're squeezed into the corner of a frantic Aaron in a cave near the hasna waterfall. Todd suddenly realizes that the prentisstown boys become men by killing someone when they're 13 years old. Aaron thinks he's a symbolic victim for
the last guy in Prentisstown, trying to provoke Todd to kill him. Viola grabs the knife and stabs Aaron in the neck. He falls into a waterfall and dies. Davy intercepts the pair again on the way to Haven and shoots Viola. Todd succumbs to Davy, escapes and carries a dying Viola to Haven for help. Mayor Prentiss is already
there to greet them. When Haven surrendered without a fight, the mayor declared himself president of the New Council. Through his desperation, Todd realizes he can't hear the mayor's noise. With no choice, Todd surrenders to the mayor to save Viola. The setting of The Knife never let go is a place taken over by a
small group of religious settlers from the Old World in a town near the marsh. Although the settlers have some high-tech, they are mostly farmers in the neighbourhood. The rural setting has been compared to the worlds of adventures huckleberry finn and hunter night. [3] The Reception Knife never letting Go received
very positive reviews. Ian Chipman of Booklist gave the novel a starred review, praising the narrative of ness and excitement of Ness and supporting the book's characters, adding that the end of the cliff is as effective as a shot in the stomach. [4] In writing for The Guardian, Frank Cottrell-Boyce praised the opening of the
novel, adding that the rest of the book lives up to the thrill of this first sentence. [3] The Sunday Telegraph also praised the book, as furiously fast, creepy, exciting and hearty and calls it a book that haunts your imagination. The Times called it an astonishing debut and as compelling as it was original. [5] Similarly,
Nicholas Tucker of The Independent wrote that Knife never let go sets a high standard,[6] while the Chicago Tribune described the novel as just a reading, stay-up-late book. [7] 2008 Teen Book Award[8][9] 2008 Guardian Award[1][2] 2008 James Tiptree, Jr. Award[10] Runners up, etc. 2009 Carnegie Medal shortlist[11]
2009 Manchester Book Award longlist[12] Film adaptation Main article: Chaos Walking (film) 2011. Lionsgate's president, Joe Drake, said the decision was made because a sense of urgency and momentum permeates these stories - it makes books you can't take off, and will make movies that you can't miss on the big
screen. [13] Kots Walking: The Knife Never Let Go will be produced by Doug Davison,[14] while Jamie Linden will write and Doug Liman is in negotiations to direct the film. [15] [16] On August 5, 2016, it was announced that both Spider-Man &amp; Star Wars stars Tom Holland and Daisy Ridley would be in the event.
The script will be written by Ness, Charlie Kaufman and John Lee Hancock. The shooting began in August 2017. [18] The date of publication was 1 January 2017. At the time of writing (Friday 8 May) all reshoots were completed. The film is scheduled to be released on January 22, 2021. See also References ^ a b
Guardian Children's Prize for Fiction 2008 (top page). the guard. Retrieved 2012-07-12. ↑ a b Flood, Alison (September 24, 2008). The story of the knife has won the Guardian children's fiction award. Guardian. Retrieved 7 June 2011. ↑ a b Knife never omitted (review). Frank Cottrell Boyce. Guardian 13 June 2008.
Retrieved 2009-06-02. ↑ The knife is never released by Patrick Nes. Booklist Online. 1 September 2008. Retrieved 15 July 2012. ↑ The Knife of Never Letting Go: Book 1 in the Chaos Walking Trilogy by Patrick Ness - Lovereading 4 Kids - book reviews and free opening extracts. Lovereading 4 Kids. 3 November 2008.
Retrieved 15 July 2012. ↑ Tucker, Nicholas (April 4, 2008). Teenage fiction reviewed. Independent. Retrieved 7 June 2011. tribunedigital-chicagotribune. Retrieved 25 June 2018. ↑ Booktrust Teenage Prize 2008. Retrieved 7 June 2011. ^ Patrick Ness beats established writers to Booktrust teenage prize. Alison Flood.
Guardian 18 November 2008. Retrieved 2012-07-12. ^ Tiptree Winners Announced. [1] Retrieved 2009-04-27. ↑ 2009 Awards: Carnegie Shortlisted 22 February 2012 at Wayback Machine. CILIP. ↑ Manchester Book Award Longlist Therunners-up (1448 books) ^ Lionsgate Acquires Chaos Walking. ComingSoon.net. 3.
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